Stalwart Green Global International
Global Implementation Strategy

The SGG business strategy is multi-faceted and addresses the needs of the market from a holistic solutions approach. We create each project as an end to end real estate solution. This business strategy was designed with the goal of “Building Capacity for Sustainable Delivery”.

The components of our program include:

- Project Financing
- Development Standards
- Alternative Energy
- Installation
- Product Sourcing
- Education
- Project Design
- Design Build Specifications
- Site Delivery
- Project Certification
- Product Distribution
- Sales & Marketing

We accomplish the programming through a team approach with global partners that bring their products, technology, government affairs and business relationships to form a total solution.

2.2 Existing Market Developments

use local, regional and National Builders

Yahgee Modular House Co., Ltd. currently is the largest manufacturer of prefabricated houses and marine accommodation cabins in China with over 7000 employees operating in more than 200 large and medium-sized cities throughout China.


China National Building Material Group supplies residential and commercial building materials to the global market.

GBSI is a 501-C3. It provides Green Rater certification services. Building efficiency design solutions, R&D and Education solutions.

Masco Corporation is comprised of more than 20 companies, and today is one of the world's largest manufacturers of brand-name products for the new home construction market.

Environments For Living a MASCO Company is a Provider of building certification programs. The building rating information is supplied to the certifying organizations, insurance industry and mortgage underwriters.

INTECH building Co., Ltd. Is the primary supplier of light gauge steel, and other residential building materials made in China to SGG on a global basis.

TimberSIL – Glass Infused Wood: Strengthened, young growth wood that is stabilized, and protected by millions of non-toxic glass barriers. This increases the strength, resilience and dimensional stability.

BROAD Group. specializes in factory-made concrete buildings. By factory prefabricating most of the commercial & residential building it reduces the time, cost and environmental effect of construction

A Building Systems integration company, that provides Building Science and building product solutions for the manufacture of high performance buildings. Provides a license to manufacturers and builders to use its building systems.

Founded in 1994, OPPEIN has grown to become one of the largest cabinetry manufacturers in the world. Every year, more than 600,000 sets of kitchen cabinets, 200,000 wardrobes, 100,000 bathroom cabinets and 250,000 interior doors turn out by OPPEIN.

Part of the General Electric Company since 1904, GEXPRO helped lead the growth of the electrical industry. Now a part of Rexel, the largest electrical distributor in the U.S. and in the world.

Muni-Fed Energy engages in renewable energy development (Solar, Wind, and Waste to Energy) energy efficiency integration, consulting and financing.

(AIN) Group is the Managing Partner of GE Home Technologies By partnering with the industry leaders in low-voltage technology, our Authorized Integrators Network provides builders and buyers a “total solution” to integration.

Founded in 1992, SmartLabs, Inc. is the world’s leading authority on electronic home improvement and automation. SmartLabs products are sold to an international customer base of professional dealers and installers through SmartHometoPro.
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